The SP Report

Daily Adult Words: The number of adult words spoken near a child for the day.

Daily Conversational Turns: The number of back and forth interactions between adults and a child for the day.

Daily Child Vocalizations: The number of speech-related sounds from the child for the day.

Hourly counts for adult words, conversational turns, and speech-related sounds for the highlighted day.

Total stars: Parents earn stars for meeting or exceeding goals.

PCTL Legend
- High: 79-99
- High Avg: 50-74
- Low Avg: 25-49
- Low: 1-24

Monthly Reading Minimum by Age
- Month 1-11: 10 min
- Month 12-23: 20 min
- Month 24+: 30 min

Daily Book Reading
- Reading Stars: 20 min on 11/28, 1 Star(s) Total

Vocalization Count
- Conv Turns Count
- Adult Words Count

Hourly Adult Words on 12/29/17
- Star goal was: 14650 words

Hourly Conversational Turns on 12/29/17
- Star goal was: 462 turns

Hourly Child Vocalizations on 12/29/17
The SP Report

1. Automatic Vocalization Assessment (AVA) - Signifies the complexity of a child's speech.

2. Vocal Productivity - Signifies the duration of a child's utterances.

3. My Current Snapshot: Result from the most recent Snapshot parent questionnaire.

4. Snapshot History: Results from all Snapshot parent questionnaires.

*Audio Environment Category Descriptions*
- **Meaningful**: Adult and child voices near and clear to the child
- **TV/Electronic**: Sounds coming from a TV, speaker, or other electronic source
- **Overlap**: Speech sounds and noises occurring at the same time
- **Noise**: Bumps, jiggles, rattles, etc.
- **Distant**: Adult and child voices not near or clear to the child
- **Silence/Background**: Silence plus very quiet background sounds

Your child’s language skills are about where they should be for his/her age. If you have questions about your child’s development, talk to your family doctor.